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When modeling the spread of disease, ecologists use contact networks to model how
species interact with their environment and one another. The construction of these networks
vary widely, with nodes defined as individuals, groups, or locations depending on the system
at hand with networks typically being unipartite. These node definitions lead ecologists to
systematically exclude some aspects of the system in favor of other elements that are –
somewhat arbitrarily – deemed more relevant. These decisions could allows for substantial
information loss, but to the best of our knowledge, the magnitude of that loss has not
previously been quantified. In this work, we use the von Neumann entropy loss to measure
the amount of information contained in a given ecological network. First, we provide some
ecological motivation and a mathematical introduction to von Neumann entropy. Then, we
present a simulation scheme for constructing networks under varying ecological conditions.
Next, we demonstrate how von Neumann entropy can be used to quantify information loss,
and compare the magnitude of that loss across our ecological contexts. Finally, we translate
our methods to the real world, by using von Neumann entropy to assess information value in
a free-ranging wildlife population. Our aggregate goal is to introduce and validate a metric
of analysis when designing studies to verify that sampling techniques are robust enough to





ANALYZING THE VON NEUMANN ENTROPY OF CONTACT NETWORKS
Thomas J. Brower
When modeling the spread of disease, ecologists use ecological or contact networks
to model how species interact with their environment and one another. The structure of
these networks can vary widely depending on the study, where the nodes of a network can
be defined as individuals, groups, or locations among other things. With this wide range
of definition and with the difficulty of collecting samples, it is difficult to capture every
factor of every population. Thus ecologists are limited to creating smaller networks that
both fit their budget as well as what is reasonable within the population of interest. With
smaller networks, there is a concern of information loss when generalizing collected results
to the whole population. In this work, we use the von Neumann entropy as a measure of
the amount of information contained in a given ecological network. We compute the von
Neumann entropy of a simulated contact network over a variety of parameters. The goal
is this will introduce a standard for ecologists when designing their studies to minimize
information loss and thus reduce costs, reduce time, and minimize human error particularly
during sample collection. We further demonstrate our approach on data measured from
bighorn sheep.
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1.1 Biadjacency matrices, B1,B2,B3 representing graphs Q1,Q2,Q3 at each of
the three time steps shown in Figure 1.1. Graph Q1 had all three individ-
uals co-located at location 1 which is represented in B1 by cell (I1,S1) =
1, (I2,S1) = 1, and (I3,S1) = 1 while all other cells are zero; in other words
column S1 being a full column of ones to represent the locations of these
individuals. B2 represents the location of all individuals in graph Q2 where
Individual 1 and 3 are still co-located, but at location 2 shown in cells,
(I1,S2) = 1 and (I3,S2) = 1 while individual 2 moved to location 4 making
cell(I2,S4) = 1. Finally, B3 represents graph Q3 showing that individuals 1
and 2 are co-located at location S1 making cells (I1,S1) = 1 and (I2,S1) = 1
while individual 3 is located at S4 making cell (I3,S4) = 1. . . . . . . . . . 5
1.2 Construction of the bipartite Individual-by-Location network using biadja-
cency matrices B1,B2 and B3 from Table 1.1. Each biadjacency matrix over
all time steps, t, are combined through element wise summation. With each
biadjacency matrix having dimension NI ×NS, our resulting bipartite I× L
matrix will also have dimension NI ×NS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
1.3 Resulting Individual Association Network using biadjacency matrices B1,B2
and B3 from Table 1.1. Each Bt is considered separately looking at pair-
ings of individuals. Wherever individuals were co-located for a time t, our
individual association Network was altered accordingly to reflect this rela-
tionship. For example, B2 has individual 1 and 3 being co-located at S2. As
a result, the corresponding cells (I1, I3) and (I3, I1) increase by a value of
1. Since individual 1 was co-located with both individual 2 and 3 over our 3
biadjacency matrices twice, their corresponding cells reflect that relationship
with a value of 2. The diagonal entries for this matrix will always be zero. 8
1.4 Fully constructed Homerange Association network from the bipartite net-
work using the Individual-by-Location network from Table 1.2. Each cell
is computed by taking pairings of individuals in the Individual-by-Location
network and finding how often co-location occurs. For example, individual 1
and 2 both visited 2 location, but were only co-located at S1. We represent
this in a ratio of 12 shown in cells (I1, I2) and (I2, I1). Another example shows
that individuals 1 and 3 both visited S1 and S2 with I3 visiting a total of 3
locations while I1 only visited 2. Since I1 only visited 2 of the 3 locations
I3 visited, cell (I1, I3) =
2
3 while cell (I3, I1) = 1 showing that individual 3
visited every location individual 1 had. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
xi
1.5 The spatial network created from the bipartite Individual-by-Location net-
work shown in Table 1.2. Construction compared a pairing {Si, Sj} seeing
how many distinct Ik individuals visited both locations. That value was
recorded in the appropriate cell (i, j) of our matrix representing S× S. For
instance, when comparing {S1, S2} we see that I1 and I3 both visited each
location. This means in our spatial network cell (S1, S2) = 2. It should be
noted that the max value a cell can be is NI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
3.1 Algorithm 1 explaining how to construct the spatial and group preference
vectors. The γ parameter determines the structure of the group preference
vector ω and the β parameter determines the structure of the spatial pref-
erence vector φ. The ω vector determines the probability an individual will
assigned to a group. When γ = 1 an individual will be assigned to any of
the NS groups as each entry in ω will have very similar probabilities. When
γ = 10, the assignment of an individual will be skewed to only a few groups
reflected by the probabilities in ω. The φ vector determines the probability a
group will be assigned to a location. Similarly to ω when β = 1 the entries in
φ will have similar probabilities and when β = 10 the assignment of groups
to locations will be skewed to a few location reflected by the probabilities in φ. 17
3.2 Algorithm 2 describing how to compute the group affinity vector. The ρ
values determine the initial structure of the group affinity vector and is then
multiplied by φ and normalized creating τ . The group affinity vector de-
termines how likely an individual will be assigned to their groups assigned
location. A low ρ value, i.e. ρ = 0.1, reflects a high probability an individual
will be assigned to the same location as their group and a high ρ value, i.e.
ρ = 1.0, reflects a low probability an individual will be assigned to the same
location as their group. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
3.3 Degree matrix, D, from the individual association network from Table 1.3.
Construction of D takes each row of the biadjacency matrix, B, and finds
the sum assigning that value to the diagonal entry of D. For example, with
the individual association network, we take I1 and find sum(I1) = 4 and
then assign cell (1,1) = 4 in D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
3.4 Computation of the Laplacian matrix, L, using the Individual Association
matrix from Table 1.3. Creating L for unipartite graphs we perform entry
wise matrix subtraction of D and A; in other words computing D−A = L. 22
3.5 Creating the diagonal matrices D1 and D2 from the Individual-by-Location
bipartite network from Table 1.2. The construction of both D1 and D2 are
needed to compute the Laplacian matrix for bipartite graphs. Constructing
D1 we sum each row and assign that value to the associated cell in D1. For
example, in the Individual-By-Location network we compute sum(I1) = 3
and assign cell (1,1) = 3 in D1. The dimensions of D1 = NI ×NI. Con-
structing D2 we take the sum of each column and assign that value to the
associated cell in D2. For example, with the Individual-By-Location network
we compute sum(S1) = 5 and assign cell (1,1) = 5 in D2. . . . . . . . . . . 23
xii
3.6 The construction of the degree matrix, D, for a bipartite network. After
computing D1 and D2 shown in Table 3.5, we construct D where D1 and
D2 are in the upper left and lower right blocks respectively of the block
matrix D, with the off diagonal entries being zero matrices. . . . . . . . . . 23
3.7 The construction of the adjacency matrix, A, for a bipartite network. First
we construct submatrices A1 and A2 where A1 = B, the biadjacency matrix
for the bipartite network, and A2 = B
T. the matrix, A is a block matrix
where the upper right block is A1 and the lower left block is A2 and the




1.1 An example of graphs representing a contact network over three time steps.
In Graph A, all three individuals are together at Location 1. In graph B,
individuals 1 and 3 are co-located at location 2, but individual 2 has moved
to Location 4. In graph C, individuals 1 and 2 are co-located at location 1,
while individual 3 is now at location 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.2 Block matrix of the 3 graphs in Figure 1.1 forming a tripartite network.
The construction of each uses the three biadjacency matrices B1,B2, and
B3 from Table 1.1. With every Bt being the same dimension, our block
tripartite has dimension (NI ×NT)× (NS ×NT) and each diagonal block
on our block matrix Bt. The first diagonal block, (upper left block), is B1
while the second block, (the middle block), is B2 making the final block, (the
lower right block) B3. Every other entry in this block matrix is 0(NI×NS); a
zero matrix with dimensions NI ×NS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
3.1 Visualization of the VNE values for all 5 networks over 10 simulations. For
this visualization NI = 10 and NS = 10. The line of each network represents
the average VNE value of the network for that time step. It should be stated
that each ecological parameter of γ,β, and ρ are all at their base values for
this visualization; meaning γ = 1, β = 1, and ρ = 0.1. These ecological
parameters are simulating a population where individuals stick closely with
their group, (ρ = 0.1), where there are a wide variety of groups for individuals
to choose from (γ = 1), and each group has a multitude of spatial patches to
reside in, (β = 1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
3.2 Lineweaver-Burk plot for the Individual-by-Location network. The Lineweaver-
Burk plot allows us to estimate the max VNE of the network by finding
the y-intercept of the regression line and having that be the max VNE.
Each point is a transformed VNE value from the I× L network using the
Lineweaver-Burk transformation. The parameters used for this plot are
NS = 10, NI = 10, NT = 20,γ = 1,β = 1,ρ = 0.1. The points in the
plot are the transformed VNE values for a simulation giving us 10 different
points for each input value. A regression line is then created through the
transformed VNE values allowing us to find the y-intercept. This allows us
to estimate the max VNE of each network for each set of ecological parameters. 27
4.1 Estimated max VNE for each network where over 10 simulations where
NS , NI = 10 and NT = 20. The 3 graphs at the bottom show the be-
haviors of the max VNE for the I× I and home-range association network
as their behaviors were difficult to see in the larger graphs. . . . . . . . . . 29
xiv
4.2 The β graph shows a lot of behaviors that we expected for our defined eco-
logical parameters. As β increased, it makes sense that all networks that use
spatial location in their construction would decrease. This comes from fewer
locations being available for individual assignment make the matrix more
sparse resulting in fewer significant eigenvalues decreasing the VNE values.
It also is unsurprising in the same β graph that the I× I and home-range
networks have similar max VNE values the larger β becomes. As fewer loca-
tions are available, the distinctiveness of I× I diminishes making both I× I
and the home-range network very similar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
4.3 Estimated max VNE for each network where over 10 simulations where
NS = 10, NI = 50 and NT = 20. The 3 graphs at the bottom show the
behaviors of the max VNE for the I× I and home-range association network
as their behaviors were difficult to see in the larger graphs. These graphs
show significant similarities in the max VNE values of the I × I and home-
range association network. This is a result of group structure breaking down
as multiple groups are being assigned to the same locations. . . . . . . . . . 31
4.4 A variety of graphs each varying values of β where both γ and ρ are varied
between the values of {1, 5, 9}. Ecological parameters are defined as NS , NI =
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and the I× I and home-range association network having very similar max
VNE values as β increases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
4.5 A visualization of when ρ was varied with both γ and β being constant. A
surprising behavior seen in this graph is the I× I max VNE values drastically
decrease the larger ρ becomes. This result requires further investigation
exploring why this behavior is occurring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
4.6 Empirical data constructed in a home-range network with the VNE values
displayed above. Each color is a variance in how many spatial locations
were defined with our data. 3 defining the most locations and 9 defining the
fewest number of locations for the empirical data. It is encouraging to see
that after roughly 35 time steps the VNE values for this network seems to
saturate similar to the home-range network explored in our simulated data
in Figure 3.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
4.7 Empirical data constructed in the S× S network where color represents a
different definition of spatial variance. 3 defining the most locations and 9
defining the fewest number of locations for the empirical data. Although
the increase in VNE values is not as quick as some other networks such as
the home-range network in Figure 4.6, it is the opinion of this author that
there is a saturation of VNE values that would be more clear if more samples
had been acquired. This opinion comes from looking at the black line where
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Epidemiologists and disease ecologists use a variety of networks to model disease propa-
gation within animal populations. Contact networks are commonly used models that reflect
animal behavior by characterizing the interactions within and among populations that lead
to gene flow, information transfer, or pathogen transmission [1]. One weakness of contact
networks is that they are often not completely observable, and therefore network metrics
must be inferred based on a subset of the true population [1]. Sometimes the sample size
acquired is so small that a contact network cannot be generated using these estimations
thus wasting time, money, and effort for limited additional insight [1].
A variety of network constructions are used to describe connections within or between
other animal populations. For instance, elephants generally form very tight individual-
individual bonds, so an elephant society may be efficiently represented by networks in
which nodes represent individuals and edges are weighted in proportion to the frequency
with which two individuals co-occur in space and time (often referred to as an individual
association network) [2]. However, more territorial societies, such as those formed by lions
[3] or wolves [4], might be better described using networks in which nodes correspond to
space and edges are weighted in proportion to the movement of individuals from patch to
patch. These are referred to as spatial networks. Many other ecological studies have used
these and other forms of contact networks [5–9]. In other words, determining which contact
network to use to model a given system depends on the ecology of the system at hand.
Currently there are no published methods to measure if a sampling scheme used to
construct a network is robust enough to accurately reflect the behavior of the population. In
addition there is no method to compare the topologies of different network representations of
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the same system limiting the amount of direct comparison that can be done between studies
of the same population. In this thesis we 1) present a method that measures information
loss through network projections via the von Neumann entropy (VNE) and 2) assess the
VNE’s capacity to differentiate between different contact network constructions in different
ecological settings. We perform this assessment by simulating animal movements in a variety
of different social and spatial contexts, and then generating five commonly-used contact
network constructions representing each society. We visualize these results to compare each
network’s behavior to a wide array of different ecological parameters and network sizes.
Finally, we apply these same visualizations to empirical data on bighorn sheep movement
dynamics in and around Zion National Park.
1.2 Networks and Graphs
A contact network is a model of a population that captures quantitative information
between pairs of actors (individuals or spatial patches in the present study), and describes
their position and interaction with other actors over a certain period of time [10]. Contact
networks are typically described using graphs to represent these interactions. A graph is
a structure that shows relationships, or connections, between a set of objects. One simple
form of a graph (G) is as an undirected graph, where G = (V,E) where V is a set of all nodes,
also referred to as vertices, and E is a set of two-sets where each two-set contains vertices
describing connections between them. Figure 1.1 shows an example of three different graphs,
each at a distinct time step within a population. For our networks, set V will contain all of
the nodes of our networks which are defined as either Ii = the i
th individual, Sj = the j
th
spatial location, or either Ii or Sj crossed with Tk = the k
th time step, with i, j, k ∈ N. We
represent graph dimensions using NI = Number of Individuals, NS = Number of Locations,
and NT = Number of Time Steps.
In Figure 1.1 we see the three example graphs mentioned earlier each representing
a time step. These three graphs can be defined as Q1, Q2, and Q3 showing that NT =
3 where each graph has NS = 4 and NI = 3. For each of these graphs our set V =
{I1, I2, I3, S1, S2, S3, S4} which is the set that contains all the vertices, or nodes, of our
3
graph. We define E = {{I1, S1}, {I2, S1}, {I3, S1}} which is the set of edges representing
intersections in animal movement trajectories [1]. Each pairing in set E shows an interaction
in our graph which in these examples are interactions between individuals and locations.
In other words, where were individuals located at a specific time step.
Fig. 1.1: An example of graphs representing a contact network over three time steps. In
Graph A, all three individuals are together at Location 1. In graph B, individuals 1 and
3 are co-located at location 2, but individual 2 has moved to Location 4. In graph C,
individuals 1 and 2 are co-located at location 1, while individual 3 is now at location 4.
Representing a graph in matrix form enables us to mathematically analyze its prop-
erties. Bipartite graphs can be represented using a biadjacency matrix, B which show
relationships between two elements of a graph. In Figure 1.1 these elements are individuals
and locations as previously mentioned. Table 1.1 shows the biadjacency matrix of each time
step in Figure 1.1. An adjacency matrix, defined as A, can then be constructed using B
where columns and rows represent actors and cells represent connections or edges linking
those actors together. A value of 1 in the cell of a matrix indicates that the corresponding
edge connects the two actors while a 0 indicates an absence of connection.
The size of A depends on both how many nodes are in the graph and how the graph
is constructed. The construction of A for a bipartite graph is
A =
 0r,r BBT 0s,s

where B is the biadjacency matrix with dimension r× s where r, s ∈ N with r = number
of rows and s = number of columns of B, and 0r,r and 0s,s each being a zero matrix with
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dimensions r× r and s× s respectively. For unipartite networks we have A = B since A
is already a square matrix. Thus the graphs in Figure 1.1 which are all bipartite can be
represented at each time point with an adjacency matrix of size equal to (r× s)×(r× s). A
detailed example is shown here using Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1, the full adjacency matrices
for graphs Q1,Q2,Q3 each have dimensions 7× 7. To construct the adjacency matrix of
graph Q1 we write A1 as:
A1 =
 0r,r BBT 0s,s
 =

0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

For this thesis, we consider 5 different network constructions representing spatiotem-
porally explicit animal interactions in ecology:
• A block diagonal tripartite network in which individuals at a point in time are
associated with locations at a point in time.
• An individual association network, (or I× I), in which individuals are directly
connected with one another in proportion to the number of time steps in which they
co-occur at any location.
• A home-range association network in which individuals are directly connected with
one another in proportion to locations they inhabit without respect to time.
• A spatial network, (or S× S), in which locations are directly connected with one
another in proportion to their shared individuals.
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B1 =
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 1 0 0 0
I2 1 0 0 0
I3 1 0 0 0
B2 =
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 0 1 0 0
I2 0 0 0 1
I3 0 1 0 0
B3 =
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 1 0 0 0
I2 1 0 0 0
I3 0 0 0 1
Table 1.1: Biadjacency matrices, B1,B2,B3 representing graphs Q1,Q2,Q3 at each of the
three time steps shown in Figure 1.1. Graph Q1 had all three individuals co-located at
location 1 which is represented in B1 by cell (I1,S1) = 1, (I2,S1) = 1, and (I3,S1) = 1
while all other cells are zero; in other words column S1 being a full column of ones to
represent the locations of these individuals. B2 represents the location of all individuals in
graph Q2 where Individual 1 and 3 are still co-located, but at location 2 shown in cells,
(I1,S2) = 1 and (I3,S2) = 1 while individual 2 moved to location 4 making cell(I2,S4) = 1.
Finally, B3 represents graph Q3 showing that individuals 1 and 2 are co-located at location
S1 making cells (I1,S1) = 1 and (I2,S1) = 1 while individual 3 is located at S4 making cell
(I3,S4) = 1.
• A bipartite Individual-by-Location network, (or I× L), in which individuals are
connected to locations in proportion to the relative frequency with which they visited
that location over time.
We will describe the construction of these networks in detail in the next few sections. With
the block tripartite being the network that the 4 other networks are projected from, we
begin with its construction.
1.2.1 The block tripartite network
The block tripartite network relates three observable attributes in a population; namely
individual identity, location, and time [1], where time is defined as a time step in which
a sample is collected. The block tripartite network is constructed by using H where H =
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{B1,B2, . . . ,Bt} with each Bt being graph at a specific time step t with t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NT }.
Each Bt has rows equal to r = NI number of individuals and columns equal to s = NS num-
ber of locations giving each Bt dimension r× s making each Bt the matrix representation
of our contact network at time t. The configuration of each Bt represents the locations of
each individual within the population at the focal time step. The construction of our block
tripartite network uses what is called a block matrix where each entry is a sub matrix each
with the same exact dimensions. Each Bt is placed on the diagonal entries of our block ma-
trix while all other entries are zero matrices with the same dimensions as Bt. The specific
construction of our block tripartite matrix will end up with each row representing Ii ×T
or individuals at specific time steps and each column representing Sj ×Tk or locations at
specific time steps. The construction of the block tripartite network is shown in Figure 1.2.
With each row of our block tripartite network being Ii × Tj and each column being
Sk × Tj the dimension of our block tripartite network is (NI ×NT)× (NS ×NT). This
network should contain the most information of the 5 networks compared here, as it is
the only network that incorporates all three dimensions of Location, Individual, and Time.
Populations that have a fission-fusion dynamic, like big horn sheep [5] and onagers [6], have
fluid relationships. With block tripartite network capturing individual movement over all
time steps it is most commonly used to accurately capture these fluid relationships.
Fig. 1.2: Block matrix of the 3 graphs in Figure 1.1 forming a tripartite network.
The construction of each uses the three biadjacency matrices B1,B2, and B3 from Ta-
ble 1.1. With every Bt being the same dimension, our block tripartite has dimension
(NI ×NT)× (NS ×NT) and each diagonal block on our block matrix Bt. The first di-
agonal block, (upper left block), is B1 while the second block, (the middle block), is B2
making the final block, (the lower right block) B3. Every other entry in this block matrix
is 0(NI×NS); a zero matrix with dimensions NI ×NS.
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1.2.2 Bipartite Individual-by-Location Network
This network shows the frequency an individual visits a location over all time steps and
has been used for relating pollinators to particular species of plants [7], and in representing
social contact networks of humans infected with a disease with locations they visited [8].
The bipartite individual-by-location network, or I× L, is constructed by taking the diagonal
entries of the block tripartite network, in other words using each element of H. This
network takes each Bt and is constructed using element-wise summation on each of the
cells. With this construction the dimensions of our matrix representing the individual-by-
location bipartite network is NI ×NS. Table 1.2 shows the matrix for the I× L network.
B1+B2+B3 =
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 1 0 0 0
I2 1 0 0 0
I3 1 0 0 0
+
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 0 1 0 0
I2 0 0 0 1
I3 0 1 0 0
+
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 1 0 0 0
I2 1 0 0 0
I3 0 0 0 1
=
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 2 1 0 0
I2 2 0 0 1
I3 1 1 0 1
Table 1.2: Construction of the bipartite Individual-by-Location network using biadjacency
matrices B1,B2 and B3 from Table 1.1. Each biadjacency matrix over all time steps,
t, are combined through element wise summation. With each biadjacency matrix having
dimension NI ×NS, our resulting bipartite I× L matrix will also have dimension NI ×NS.
1.2.3 Individual Association Network
This network reflects relationships that involve direct interaction amongst individuals
or individuals that travel in packs such as elephants [2]. The individual association network,
or I× I, matrix is constructed by taking each Bt ∈ H and looking at pairings of individuals
for each Bt. We count the number of time steps that two individuals are co-located and
let that relationship be reflected in our matrix. This results in an NI ×NI matrix that is
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symmetric (see Table 1.3).
I1 I2 I3[ ]I1 0 2 2
I2 2 0 1
I3 2 1 0
Table 1.3: Resulting Individual Association Network using biadjacency matrices B1,B2
and B3 from Table 1.1. Each Bt is considered separately looking at pairings of individuals.
Wherever individuals were co-located for a time t, our individual association Network was
altered accordingly to reflect this relationship. For example, B2 has individual 1 and 3
being co-located at S2. As a result, the corresponding cells (I1, I3) and (I3, I1) increase
by a value of 1. Since individual 1 was co-located with both individual 2 and 3 over our 3
biadjacency matrices twice, their corresponding cells reflect that relationship with a value
of 2. The diagonal entries for this matrix will always be zero.
1.2.4 Home-range Association Network
The home-range association network is used when a contact network is desired but
limited information is available such as patch occupancy patterns [1]. The representative
matrix of the home-range association network is constructed from the bipartite individual-
by-location network. We first identify pairs of individuals that share locations and the
amount of distinct locations they share over all time steps. When considering a pairing
(Ii, Ij) where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NI}, we identify how many distinct locations Ii has visited
and call that Di. We also find the distinct locations that Ij has visited and call that Dj .
Once these are found, in the cell (i, j) of our home-range association matrix, we assign
the value that cell DiDj leaving each entry of the matrix a ratio. The ratios in this network
inform us which individuals are more widely spread across the locations compared to other
individuals in the population. If Di > Dj we leave the value in the associated cell as 1
to show that Ii has visited every location that Ij has. With individuals being directly
associated with individuals the dimension for this network is NI ×NI just like the I× I
network. The construction of this matrix is found in Figure 1.4.
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S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 2 1 0 0
I2 2 0 0 1
I3 1 1 0 1
→






I3 1 1 1
Table 1.4: Fully constructed Homerange Association network from the bipartite network
using the Individual-by-Location network from Table 1.2. Each cell is computed by taking
pairings of individuals in the Individual-by-Location network and finding how often co-
location occurs. For example, individual 1 and 2 both visited 2 location, but were only
co-located at S1. We represent this in a ratio of
1
2 shown in cells (I1, I2) and (I2, I1).
Another example shows that individuals 1 and 3 both visited S1 and S2 with I3 visiting
a total of 3 locations while I1 only visited 2. Since I1 only visited 2 of the 3 locations
I3 visited, cell (I1, I3) =
2
3 while cell (I3, I1) = 1 showing that individual 3 visited every
location individual 1 had.
1.2.5 Spatial Network
The spatial network, or S× S, matrix is constructed using the bipartite individual-
by-location network matrix. Locations are looked at in pairs (Sm, Sn) where m,n ∈
{1, 2, . . . , NS}. An edge is defined between locations that have been visited by the same
individual. With edges being between pairs of {Sm, Sn}, the spatial network matrix at
the associated cell (m,n) is updated according to the number of shared individuals. See
Table 1.5 for an example. The resulting matrix is symmetric and has dimension NS ×NS.
Previous studies involving the study of predator species like wolves [4] and lions [3] have
used this representation to capture the information of those populations.
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 2 1 0 0
I2 2 0 0 1
I3 1 1 0 1
→
S1 S2 S3 S4

S1 0 2 0 2
S2 2 0 0 1
S3 0 0 0 0
S4 2 1 0 0
Table 1.5: The spatial network created from the bipartite Individual-by-Location network
shown in Table 1.2. Construction compared a pairing {Si, Sj} seeing how many distinct Ik
individuals visited both locations. That value was recorded in the appropriate cell (i, j) of
our matrix representing S× S. For instance, when comparing {S1, S2} we see that I1 and
I3 both visited each location. This means in our spatial network cell (S1, S2) = 2. It should
be noted that the max value a cell can be is NI .
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1.3 Thesis Road map
Having a variety of academic examples at our disposal and having described the con-
struction of each network, we next discuss the method of our analysis of each network using
VNE in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we delve into the creation and construction of each simula-
tion as well as how we transform our VNE values to estimate the max VNE of each network
over a variety of ecological settings. Finally, the assessment of each network is realized in
Chapter 4 where some interesting behaviors are discussed ending with our conclusion in
Chapter 5 on what else can be explored.
CHAPTER 2
Mathematical Background
In this chapter, we provide mathematical details about entropy, what VNE is, and how
VNE is calculated.
2.1 Overview of mathematical approach
We approach the task of creating a method to compare information in ecological net-
works via the application of von Neumann entropy (VNE) [11]. We construct a time-series
of VNE values by calculating the VNE for graphs consisting of all observations up to time
step, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NT }. We then plot those sequential VNE values against time. The
VNE values saturate through time, and we linearize that saturating function through a
Lineweaver-Burk transformation. We transform the slope and intercept estimates from the
Lineweaver-Burk transformation to generate estimates of the maximum VNE each system
can achieve over an unbounded number of time steps. We then compare these maximum
VNE values across a variety of graph projections and ecological contexts. Parameters used
to control our simulations are the following: number of individuals NI , number of locations
NS , number of samples taken NT , spatial preference β, group preference γ, and group affin-
ity ρ (how likely an individual stays with their group). Descriptions of how each of these
values are defined and manipulated in our simulator are provided in Chapter 3.
2.2 Entropy Basics
Before we discuss VNE we first formally introduce entropy. Entropy, sometimes called
Shannon entropy, is the measurement of information embedded in a random variable’s




P (xi) logb P (xi)
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where X is a random variable with possible outcomes {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}, where P (xi) =
probability that event xi will occur, where b ∈ {2, e, 10} denotes the base function of
the particular log used and determines the units which entropy is measured, and n ∈ N
enumerates the set of possible outcomes. Entropy has been used in a variety of articles [13–
19].
Intuitively, entropy is a measure of the amount of uncertainty in a random variable. To
illustrate this, we consider several examples of discrete random variables, X1,X2,X3 each
with a finite number of outcomes. Assume that X1 = rolling a fair 6 sided die and X2 =
tossing a fair coin. For X1 we define xi = possible outcome for event X1 and yj = possible
outcome for event X2. For X1 we know P(xi) =
1
6 since there are 6 possible outcomes and
for X2 we know that P(yj) =
1
2 since there are only 2 possible outcomes. Computing the








































Since there are more possible outcomes for X1 compared to X2, the amount of information
gained from random event X1 is much higher than for X2 resulting in a higher entropy.
As a note, since the probabilities for each outcome in events X1 and X2 are the same,
both events have a uniform probability distribution. Whenever an event has a uniform
probability distribution the entropy of that event will be maximized resulting in an entropy
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of log(n).
Now assume that X3 = rolling an unfair 6 sided die with z1 being the only outcome




P (zi) logP (zi) = −1 log 1
= 0
resulting in an entropy of 0. Intuitively, this makes sense as there is no uncertainty what
outcome we will get therefore no new information can be gained when performing the event
of rolling our unfair die. It should be noted that for discrete random variables Xi we will
always have Q(Xi) ≥ 0.
2.3 Von Neumann Entropy
VNE is one way of extending these notions of uncertainty and distribution encapsulated
by entropy to the structure of a graph. A graph is represented by an adjacency matrix,
A, for unipartite networks and a biadjacency matrix, B, for bipartite networks previously
discussed in Chapter 1. A graph’s spectrum is a collection of attributes for a matrix; namely
eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and the characteristic polynomial. Graph spectrum decomposi-
tion is the study of these attributes and has been used extensively in ecology over the past
twenty years [20–22]. One study was able to show that the maximum eigenvalue in an
epidemic network along with its associated eigenvector can predict the probability that an
individual becomes infected [23]. Another study uses graph spectrum decomposition to find
significant differences in the graph spectrum of brain networks between children with and
without ADHD [24].
A graph’s full spectrum captures all aspects of its topology including the degree and
clustering of a graph. However, since the spectrum of a graph contains eigenvalues, eigen-
vectors, and characteristic polynomials, interpreting these traits is cumbersome. For this
thesis we are interested in the structure of the eigenvalues for each adjacency matrix A. In
our case, it is useful to distil the spectrum down into a single, scalar value that allows for
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where ηj are the normalized eigenvalues (meaning each eigenvalue is divided by the sum of
all eigenvalues) of a graph’s Laplacian matrix. Another condition is that ηj ≥ 0 meaning
our Laplacian matrix must be a PSD matrix. A Laplacian matrix, L, contains all the
information of a graph that its adjacency matrix has, but has many useful and important
properties found in its graph spectrum [25]. A graph’s L is computed as L = D−A where
D is the degree matrix of a network and A is the adjacency matrix for a network. The
construction of the diagonal and adjacency matrix of each network is described in Section
3.3.1, as different methods are required when dealing with bipartite and unipartite networks.
The VNE of a matrix can be thought of as measuring the extent of “entanglement”
between subsystems corresponding to vertices and edges [26], provides one measure of net-
work regularity [11], and has been used in a variety of studies [27–31] When a graph is
completely connected, meaning the degree of each node is the same value, then the VNE is
maximized [11]. Large eigenvalues contribute more to the VNE of a matrix, making VNE a
useful measure for how many significant eigenvalues a matrix contains [32]. Since we wish
to measure the information loss of each network and compare variations in each network, we
use VNE to measure these variations. Having discussed why VNE was chosen as a method
of analysis we move on to the construction of the simulations.
CHAPTER 3
Simulation Methods
In this chapter, we discuss how each simulation is created. We begin by describing how
ecological factors are simulated as well as what populations these factors simulate. We go
into detail of how we construct the biadjacency matrices Bt as well as how the Laplacian
matrix, L, is computed for both unipartite and bipartite networks. Finally we finish the
chapter off by discussing what a Lineweaver-Burk transformation is, why a Lineweaver-Burk
plot is useful for the data, and how we estimated the max VNE for each network from these
Lineweaver-Burk transformations.
3.1 Ecological Network Simulations
We quantify information loss through network projection by measuring the VNE of a
wide range of simulated block tripartite networks as well as the 4 other network projections
discussed in Chapter 1. Specifically we estimate the maximum VNE of each network after
performing a Lineweaver-Burk transformation over 10 simulations by finding the regression
line over the transformed VNE values and visualize these max VNE values over a variety
of ecological conditions. These ecological conditions vary over three different dimensions:
over-dispersion in habitat patch quality (β), over-dispersion in group size (γ), and group
affinity (ρ). Group affinity determines the likelihood that an individual will be assigned
to the same location as their assigned group. In other words, it determines how likely an
individual is to ‘stick’ with their assigned group.
3.1.1 Group and Spatial Preference Vectors
The group preference vector ω and the spatial preference vector φ are both used when
assigning individuals and groups to locations when creating the networks Bt.The ω vector
is used when assigning an individual to a group with the construction of ω being influenced
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by the γ values and the φ vector is used when assigning a group to a spatial location where
φ is being influenced by the β values. It should be noted that for the simulations we defined
γ,β = {1, 2, . . . , 10}. Different values for γ and β will simulate a wide variety of popula-
tions. Varying values for γ will determine the amount of groups available for individuals to
be assigned to, with low values resulting in NS groups and high values resulting in very few
groups. Varying values for β will determine the number of locations available for groups to
be assigned to with low values resulting in NS locations and high values resulting in very
few locations.
The construction of ω and φ use γ,β respectively. Both γ and β are used to define a
beta probability distribution δ. The equation for a beta distribution is defined by the PDF:
∆(x, a, b) =
Γ(a+ b)xa−1(1− x)b−1
Γ(a)Γ(b)
where a = 1, b = γ or β, (γ if constructing ω and β if constructing φ), Γ represents the
gamma function, and x ∈ [0, 1]. For the simulations, x is a vector with NS segments all
with equal length between 0 and 1. This makes δ the sampled beta distribution from the
continuous function ∆ that has length equal to NS .
Different values of γ and β will result in a different shape of the continuous function,
∆, leading to different population structures. When γ = 1 then the shape of the continuous
function, ∆, is uniform making every group an equally likely choice for an individual to
be assigned to it. This simulates populations that have little community structure.On the
other side of the spectrum when γ = 10, the density of the continuous function, ∆, is very
skewed, leading to populations that have strong community structure like elephants [2]. In
other words, large γ values result in fewer groups for a fixed NI .
The β parameter influences φ which determines the locations that are available for
groups and individuals to be assigned to. When β = 1 then the continuous function ∆ is
again uniform making every location an equally likely choice for groups and individuals to be
assigned to. This simulates populations that have multiple locations to choose from.When
β = 10 then the density of ∆ is very skewed leading to populations that have limited
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locations to choose from.
With δ constructed from the beta distribution, we use δ as a concentration parameter
and take one random sample from a Dirichlet distribution. This random sample, C, is then
normalized by dividing each entry by the sum of C creating either ω or φ depending on
the value of b from the PDF.
Algorithm 1: Computation for Spatial or Group preference vectors ω or φ
respectively
Result: Vector of length NS used to simulate the ecological parameters of spatial
preference, (determined by β values), and group preference, (determined
by γ values)
a, b← 1, (β or γ) based on desired ecological set up;
x← [0, to , 1.0] with NS segments all with uniform length;
δ ← define a beta distribution using a, b and x;
C ← Randomly sample from a Dirichlet distribution using ∆ as a concentration
parameter;
ω or φ← normalize by dividing each entry of C with sum(C)
Table 3.1: Algorithm 1 explaining how to construct the spatial and group preference vec-
tors. The γ parameter determines the structure of the group preference vector ω and the β
parameter determines the structure of the spatial preference vector φ. The ω vector deter-
mines the probability an individual will assigned to a group. When γ = 1 an individual will
be assigned to any of the NS groups as each entry in ω will have very similar probabilities.
When γ = 10, the assignment of an individual will be skewed to only a few groups reflected
by the probabilities in ω. The φ vector determines the probability a group will be assigned
to a location. Similarly to ω when β = 1 the entries in φ will have similar probabilities
and when β = 10 the assignment of groups to locations will be skewed to a few location
reflected by the probabilities in φ.
3.1.2 The Group Affinity Vector
The group affinity vector τ determines the likelihood an individual will be assigned to
their assigned groups location. This vector will simulate a variety of group preferences in
populations ranging from strong herd like populations where individuals are very likely to
stay in the group [2], to species who have no preference to stay with each other. The group
affinity vector τ has length equal to NS and is directly influenced by ρ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}.
Low ρ values simulate populations that maintain group structure where large values simulate
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groups that break down group structure.The ρ values represent the probability an individual
will not leave the group and be assigned to a different location.
To construct τ we create a vector, u, with length equal to NS and assign each cell a
probability based on the groups assigned location. The cell representing the groups assigned
locations is given the value of ρ while every other entry is given the value of 1−ρNS−1 . We then
multiply u with φ, the spatial preference vector, to ensure that if an individual is being
assigned away from their group, the spatial landscape is maintained for that individuals
assignment. The multiplication of these vectors creates vector v which is then normalized
by dividing each entry by sum(v) which gives us the result τ .
Algorithm 2: Group affinity vector procedure
Result: Group affinity vector, τ created which is used to simulate individuals in
a population staying with their assigned group.
u← vector with length NS ;
a← location group is assigned to;
i← 1;
while i < NS do








τ ← ω×usum(u×ω) ;
Table 3.2: Algorithm 2 describing how to compute the group affinity vector. The ρ values
determine the initial structure of the group affinity vector and is then multiplied by φ and
normalized creating τ . The group affinity vector determines how likely an individual will
be assigned to their groups assigned location. A low ρ value, i.e. ρ = 0.1, reflects a high
probability an individual will be assigned to the same location as their group and a high
ρ value, i.e. ρ = 1.0, reflects a low probability an individual will be assigned to the same
location as their group.
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3.2 Simulating the Networks
We now provide details on the network simulations. We define γ = [1, 2, . . . , 10],
β = [1, 2 . . . , 10],ρ = [0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0], NS = [10, 50, 100], NI = [10, 50, 100], and NT = 20.
For each simulation we create matrix representations of networks using every combination of
these ecological parameters. For each combination of ecological parameters, individuals are
assigned to groups using ω as probability parameters. Groups are then assigned to locations
using φ as probability parameters followed by individuals being assigned to locations using
τ as probability parameters. These steps create matrix representations of graphs Bt which
are then used to construct the 5 networks discussed in Chapter 1.
From here we construct the Laplacian matrix for each network and use the Laplacian
to compute the VNE for each time step. The completion of each combination of ecological
parameters and the calculation of VNE completes one simulation. We ran 10 simulations
allowing us a variety of information to notice trends in the VNE values. After these 10
simulations we perform Lineweaver-Burk transformations getting a new value for each VNE
value. This allowed us to estimate the max VNE for each network using the properties of
a Lineweaver-Burk plot. The following 4 subsections go into greater depth on how each Bt
is constructed.
3.2.1 Assigning individuals to groups
We assign individuals to groups using the numpy.random.choice method in Python
where ω is the probability parameter and the number of random draws are equal to NI
creating group vector G. Each cell, i, is a group while the values in each cell, Gi are the
number of individuals assigned to that group.Recall that the larger γ is less groups are
available for individuals to be assigned to.
3.2.2 Assigning Groups to Locations
Let NNE = number of non-zero entries in G. Using the numpy.random.choice
method in Python, we randomly sample NNE times using φ as the probability parame-
ter creating location vector L. Each cell in L, represented by j, is an inhabited group while
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the value of each cell, Lj is the location that group has been assigned to. Let k = amount
of non-zero entries in φ representing available locations for groups and individuals to be
assigned to. While NNE < k sampling is done without replacement maintaining group
structure while NNE > k requires sampling to be done with replacement. When NI > NS
the results show that two networks in particular, the individual association and home-range
association networks, will have very similar VNE results.
3.2.3 Assigning Individuals to Locations
Individuals are finally assigned to locations based on τ . Each entry in L creates a new
τ . After τ has been created for a particular group we Use the numpy.random.choice
method with τ as the probability parameters randomly sampling equal toGi giving us vector
µ. Each cell in µ, represented by d, is an individual with the value in the cell, µd being the
location individual d has been assigned to. Recall, that when ρ = 0.1 individuals are more
likely to be assigned to the same location as their group and when ρ = 1.0 individuals are
very likely to be assigned to a different location.
Matrix Cm is constructed where m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NNE} each with dimensions Gi ×NS
where each row is an individual and each column is a location. Each row reflects the spatial
location of that individual. This is done where each row is the d entry in µ. Every value in
that row will be 0 except for cell µd being 1 representing the location that individual was
assigned. For instance, if NS = 6 and µ = [5, 1, 3, 2, 5, 5], then the first row of Cm would
be [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0].
Completing all Cm we concatenate all Cm together by ’stacking’ them all together
creating matrix Bt being the matrix representation of the contact network for a given time
step, t. With all Bt created, we construct the matrix representations of the 5 networks and
create the Laplacian matrix for each one.
3.2.4 Constructing the matrix representations of the 5 networks
For each t we construct the matrix representation of the 5 networks as discussed in
Chapter 1. It is important to note that the construction of each matrix will use all Bt entries
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up to t. For instance, at time step 3 we are looking at all data leading up to this time step so
the construction of each network will include the first three simulated contact networks. In
other words, when t = 3 we use {B1,B2,B3} in the construction of the 5 chosen networks.
For each t we construct the Laplacian matrix of the 5 matrix representations.
3.3 Construction of Laplacian Matrices
For each of the matrix representations of the 5 networks we compute the Laplacian
matrix, L, so the VNE can be calculated. The Laplacian matrix L for a network is defined as
the adjacency matrix A subtracted from the degree matrix D, or in other words L = D−A.
Computing the VNE of a network is done by looking at the graph spectrum of the Laplacian
of that network, [11], specifically the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix. We construct the
adjacency and degree matrix, using one of two ways depending on the network.
3.3.1 Laplacian construction for unipartite networks
Constructing the Laplacian matrix for a unipartite network requires minimal work.
Consider a matrix D with dimension equal to the unipartite network in consideration.
When creating D take the sum of each row, ri, of the biadjacency matrix where and assign
that sum to the corresponding diagonal entry in row ri of the D matrix. Table 3.3 shows
how matrix D is constructed using Table 1.3 as an example.
I1 I2 I3[ ]I1 0 2 2
I2 2 0 1
I3 2 1 0
→




Table 3.3: Degree matrix, D, from the individual association network from Table 1.3.
Construction of D takes each row of the biadjacency matrix, B, and finds the sum assigning
that value to the diagonal entry of D. For example, with the individual association network,
we take I1 and find sum(I1) = 4 and then assign cell (1,1) = 4 in D.
The adjacency matrix, A, for a unipartite network is the biadjacency matrix, B, of
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the network itself where the only change that needs to be made is to zero out the diagonal
entries. The final step is to compute L = D−A as is shown in Table 3.4
D−A→












Table 3.4: Computation of the Laplacian matrix, L, using the Individual Association matrix
from Table 1.3. Creating L for unipartite graphs we perform entry wise matrix subtraction
of D and A; in other words computing D−A = L.
3.3.2 Laplacian construction for bipartite networks
Computing the Laplacian for bipartite networks, such as the block tripartite and
Individual-by-Location networks, requires a different method in constructing A and D.
Recall the definition of A for a bipartite graph is
A =
 0r,r BBT 0s,s

where B is the biadjacency matrix of the graph and both 0r,r and 0s,s are zero matrices
with dimensions r× r and s× s respectively.
When creating D for a bipartite network we first construct two smaller degree matrices,





Constructing D1 is the same process as constructing the D matrix for unipartite networks.
Each row, ri of B is summed with the result being the diagonal entry in row ri of D1. Con-
structing D2 we take B and sum each column, sy and let that result be the diagonal entry
of the sy column for the D2 matrix. Table 3.5 shows the construction of D1 and D2 while
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Individual-By-Location =
S1 S2 S3 S4[ ]I1 2 1 0 0
I2 2 0 0 1
I3 1 1 0 1
D1 =






5 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
Table 3.5: Creating the diagonal matrices D1 and D2 from the Individual-by-Location
bipartite network from Table 1.2. The construction of both D1 and D2 are needed to
compute the Laplacian matrix for bipartite graphs. Constructing D1 we sum each row and
assign that value to the associated cell in D1. For example, in the Individual-By-Location
network we compute sum(I1) = 3 and assign cell (1,1) = 3 in D1. The dimensions of
D1 = NI ×NI. Constructing D2 we take the sum of each column and assign that value
to the associated cell in D2. For example, with the Individual-By-Location network we
compute sum(S1) = 5 and assign cell (1,1) = 5 in D2.
D =
 D1 0r,r0s,s D2
 =

3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Table 3.6: The construction of the degree matrix, D, for a bipartite network. After com-
puting D1 and D2 shown in Table 3.5, we construct D where D1 and D2 are in the upper
left and lower right blocks respectively of the block matrix D, with the off diagonal entries
being zero matrices.
Table 3.6 shows the construction of D using the individual-by-location bipartite network.
Table 3.7 shows an example of the construction of the adjacency matrix for a bipartite
network. The adjacency matrix A will have the same dimensions as D. The construction
of A uses the definition defined previously for a bipartite graph at the beginning of this
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section with 0r,r being a zero matrix with dimensions r× r and 0s,s being a zero matrix
with dimensions s× s where r is the amount of rows and s is the amount of columns in the
bipartite matrix.After constructing A and D, matrix L is created computing L = D−A
allowing us to compute the VNE for each network.
A =
 0r,r BBT 0s,s
 =

0 0 0 2 1 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 1
2 2 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Table 3.7: The construction of the adjacency matrix, A, for a bipartite network. First we
construct submatrices A1 and A2 where A1 = B, the biadjacency matrix for the bipartite
network, and A2 = B
T. the matrix, A is a block matrix where the upper right block is A1
and the lower left block is A2 and the diagonal entries are zero matrices.
3.4 Computing the VNE
Having the Laplacian matrices computed for each network for a given time step, t, the
VNE is now calculated using the formula




where ηj is the j-th normalized eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix. The eigenvalues of the
laplacian matrix are normalized by dividing each eigenvalue by the sum of all eigenvalues.
The VNE values, after being computed, are normalized where each VNE value is divided by
log (k) where k is the amount of rows in L. This ensures that we can compare VNE values
to the same network even when the number of nodes change depending on NS and NI . We
end up with NT amount of VNE values for each network for each ecological combination
in a simulation. For the experiment we ran 10 simulations saving all VNE values for the 5
networks. Figure 3.1 has a visualization of the VNE values for all 5 matrix representations
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of the networks over 10 simulations for one set of ecological parameters. The line of each
network represents the average VNE at time step t. To better visualize the results we
Fig. 3.1: Visualization of the VNE values for all 5 networks over 10 simulations. For this
visualization NI = 10 and NS = 10. The line of each network represents the average VNE
value of the network for that time step. It should be stated that each ecological parameter
of γ,β, and ρ are all at their base values for this visualization; meaning γ = 1, β = 1, and
ρ = 0.1. These ecological parameters are simulating a population where individuals stick
closely with their group, (ρ = 0.1), where there are a wide variety of groups for individuals
to choose from (γ = 1), and each group has a multitude of spatial patches to reside in,
(β = 1).
performed Lineweaver-Burk transformations on every VNE value, linearizing the values
allowing us to estimate the max VNE for each network by performing linear regression.
3.5 Lineweaver-Burk Transformations and Plot
We perform Lineweaver-Burk transformations on all VNE values and then plot the
results to get a linear representation of the data. The y-intercept of a Lineweaver-Burk
plot is equivalent to 1Vmax allowing us to estimate max VNE values for each network using
linear regression. Finding the max VNE values for each network will allow us to see how
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each network is behaving given the different populations simulated with the varying β,γ,
and ρ values. Since the VNE values for each network tend to saturate within the defined
NT , estimating the max VNE allows us to see where that saturation occurs and identify
unusual behaviors.
To perform the Lineweaver-Burk transformations we use the Michaelis-Menten equation
v = Vmax[T ]Km+[T ] where Vmax is the maximum VNE for a network in a simulation, T = time step,
Km = the time step whose VNE value is equal to
1
Vmax
. It should be noted that plotting
the v values transforms the axes change to 1v for the y-axis and
1
T for the x-axis which is
different from Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the Lineweaver-Burk plot for the Individual-by-
Location contact network as well as the regression line showing us the estimated max VNE
at the y-intercept. Having used the Lineweaver-Burk formula to transform the VNE values
for each of the 5 networks and having estimated the max VNE for all 5 networks under a
variety of ecological settings, we now visualize the results.
3.6 Recap of experiment process
We have discussed what ecological features we used for the experiments and how they
were defined. We discussed, in detail, how the ω,φ, and τ vectors were all created using
γ,β, and ρ respectively. With these parameters defined the process of how each Bt was con-
structed was laid out describing how individuals were assigned to locations using ω,φ, and
τ . The construction of each network was referred to which was discussed thoroughly in 1.
The Laplacian matrix, L, was discussed including the construction of L for both unipartite
and bipartite networks. VNE values were then taken for each network with some results
being shown in Figure 3.1. We emphasized how a Lineweaver-Burk plot would allow us to
estimate the max VNE for each network allowing us to see where saturation was occurring
and notice unusual behaviors over the different ecological parameters. The computation
of v was discussed, the VNE values transformed after performing the Lineweaver-Burk
transformation, as well as how the max VNE was estimated for each network. Finally, a
Lineweaver-Burk plot is shown with the regression line in Figure 3.2. With the experi-
ment process thoroughly discussed we look at some of the results to see both expected and
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Fig. 3.2: Lineweaver-Burk plot for the Individual-by-Location network. The Lineweaver-
Burk plot allows us to estimate the max VNE of the network by finding the y-intercept of
the regression line and having that be the max VNE. Each point is a transformed VNE
value from the I× L network using the Lineweaver-Burk transformation. The parameters
used for this plot are NS = 10, NI = 10, NT = 20,γ = 1,β = 1,ρ = 0.1. The points in the
plot are the transformed VNE values for a simulation giving us 10 different points for each
input value. A regression line is then created through the transformed VNE values allowing
us to find the y-intercept. This allows us to estimate the max VNE of each network for




With our VNE values computed and the estimated max VNE values for each network
computed using the Lineweaver-Burk transformations, we now visualize our results.
4.1 Visualizations and Results
Three side-by-side visualizations of the max VNE for each network were constructed
where each graph varied an ecological parameter of ρ,β, or γ. Figure 4.1 shows these three
graphs side by side with 3 smaller graphs underneath focusing solely on the individual
association and home-range networks. These three extra graphs were needed as the VNE
values were so similar the distinct behaviors of each networks were difficult to see. From
our data there are a few interesting behaviors our simulations have provided.
• The graph which varies the β parameter shows some strong and expected behaviors
for our ecological parameters for the Spatial network in particular.
• The graph which varies the ρ parameter presents an interesting result for the individ-
ual association network as ρ approaches 1.
• Both the individual association and home-range network become very similar networks
under certain ecological settings.
It should be noted that although the node size of each graph is varying drastically as the
amount of individuals and locations are varying in each simulation, the VNE values are
normalized as discussed in section 3.4, allowing comparison of the same contact networks
with varying sizes.
The β graph shown in Figure 4.2 seems to confirm some behaviors worth noting. Recall
that the β parameter varies the spatial preference of our simulations and determines how
likely individuals are to migrate to certain locations. Large β values reflect populations
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Fig. 4.1: Estimated max VNE for each network where over 10 simulations where NS , NI =
10 and NT = 20. The 3 graphs at the bottom show the behaviors of the max VNE for
the I× I and home-range association network as their behaviors were difficult to see in the
larger graphs.
that have limited patches for individual and group assignment while β = 1 represents
populations that have NS amount of patches for individual and group assignment. Recall
that for our β visualization we had ρ = 0.1 and γ = 1 meaning individuals were more likely
to be assigned to the same location as their assigned group and the number of individuals
in each group were roughly the same for each group.
The S× S network’s max VNE values decrease significantly as β increases. This be-
havior is expected as the number of locations for groups and individuals to be assigned to
become very limited. As β grows larger, the matrix of our S× S network becomes more and
more sparse. The S× S network looks at pairings of locations and when there are limited
locations for individual assignment, there will be fewer relationships for the S× S network
to show as individuals are less likely to be spread out amongst all locations. This sparse
matrix will result in fewer significant eigenvalues decreasing decreasing the VNE values as
was expected.
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Fig. 4.2: The β graph shows a lot of behaviors that we expected for our defined ecological
parameters. As β increased, it makes sense that all networks that use spatial location
in their construction would decrease. This comes from fewer locations being available for
individual assignment make the matrix more sparse resulting in fewer significant eigenvalues
decreasing the VNE values. It also is unsurprising in the same β graph that the I× I and
home-range networks have similar max VNE values the larger β becomes. As fewer locations
are available, the distinctiveness of I× I diminishes making both I× I and the home-range
network very similar.
The behavior of the Block Tripartite and I× L networks makes sense as β increases
since the construction of both networks rely on the amount of locations that are available.
Fewer locations available result in a matrix that is more sparse resulting in fewer significant
eigenvalues giving smaller Max VNE values.
The estimated max VNE values for the individual association and home-range asso-
ciation networks become very similar as β increases. Both networks show relationships
between individuals that are co-located. The individual association network focuses on
co-location at a specific time step while the home-range network looks at co-location over
all time steps. Pairings of these individuals are more likely to be co-located at each time
step as locations become limited reducing the distinctiveness of our individual association
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network. Both networks end up having very similar max VNE values as the distinctiveness
between the two of them becomes diminished.
Fig. 4.3: Estimated max VNE for each network where over 10 simulations where NS =
10, NI = 50 and NT = 20. The 3 graphs at the bottom show the behaviors of the max VNE
for the I× I and home-range association network as their behaviors were difficult to see
in the larger graphs. These graphs show significant similarities in the max VNE values of
the I × I and home-range association network. This is a result of group structure breaking
down as multiple groups are being assigned to the same locations.
The cases where NI > NS showed significant overlap between the home-range and the
individual association networks as shown in Fig 4.3. In every case where NI > NS the
max VNE of these two networks were almost completely identical. Recall when NI ≤ NS
sampling without replacement was used when assigning groups to a location while when
NI > NS this was not possible. When NI > NS the construction of each Bt resulted in
’mega’ groups at certain locations resulting in a decrease of group structure. A result of
these ’mega’ groups resulted in more pairings of individuals to be co-located at the same
location more frequently. Similar to when β = 10 this decreased the distinctiveness of
the individual association network making it similar to the home-range association network
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explaining why their max VNE values are almost identical.
Fig. 4.4: A variety of graphs each varying values of β where both γ and ρ are varied between
the values of {1, 5, 9}. Ecological parameters are defined as NS , NI = 10 and NT = 20. The
behaviors of all 5 networks are pretty consistent as different γ and ρ are considered with
the S× S network sharply decreasing and the I× I and home-range association network
having very similar max VNE values as β increases.
A result of significance is on the ρ graph shown in Figure 4.5 when ρ gets larger.
There is a sharp decrease in the Max VNE as ρ increases. Recall that when ρ = 0.1
individuals are very likely to be assigned to the same location as their group simulating
populations where the individuals stick together. Larger values of ρ mean that individuals
are less likely to be assigned to the same location as their group spreading them out to the
other available locations. This decrease was unexpected and is consistent over a variety
of ecological parameters as is shown in Figure 4.4. When varying both β and γ between
{1, 5, 9} we see the same sharp decrease in our max VNE values as ρ gets larger. This
results requires further investigation and could lead to some interesting knowledge about
these types of populations.
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Fig. 4.5: A visualization of when ρ was varied with both γ and β being constant. A
surprising behavior seen in this graph is the I× I max VNE values drastically decrease the
larger ρ becomes. This result requires further investigation exploring why this behavior is
occurring.
4.2 Empirical data results
After looking at our experiment results we computed the VNE values using empirical
data. Empirical data was used obtained by Dr. Kezia Manlove which had been collected
from herds of big horn sheep around the northwestern region of America. The data was
compiled into a matrix where each row i represented an individual and each column j
represented a location. For all our data NI = 29 and NS = {18, 34, 48, 64} depending on
the spatial variance of the data. Samples were collected once per day from each individual
over a 50− 100 day period. When multiple samples were taken in a single day individuals
were assigned to the location where they had the highest frequency of samples recorded.
Any missing location data was replaced with simulated data based on all the locations the
individual inhabited over the entire dataset. Once the data was cleaned and prepared it
was then used to construct the five desired networks described in Chapter 1 exactly like the
simulations. The VNE values were then computed and recorded as is shown in Figure 4.6
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and Figure 4.7.
Fig. 4.6: Empirical data constructed in a home-range network with the VNE values dis-
played above. Each color is a variance in how many spatial locations were defined with our
data. 3 defining the most locations and 9 defining the fewest number of locations for the
empirical data. It is encouraging to see that after roughly 35 time steps the VNE values for
this network seems to saturate similar to the home-range network explored in our simulated
data in Figure 3.1.
One will notice that both figures using empirical data have similar curves to our sim-
ulated results when plotting the VNE values for each network shown in Figure 3.1. These
curves in the empirical data imply that there is a saturation in the VNE values for each
network. This saturation in the empirical data is very encouraging as it seems to support
the simulated results we obtained through our experiment. Having both empirical and sim-
ulated results share this saturation helps support the idea that VNE is a viable method for
measuring information loss in ecological contact networks.
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Fig. 4.7: Empirical data constructed in the S× S network where color represents a different
definition of spatial variance. 3 defining the most locations and 9 defining the fewest number
of locations for the empirical data. Although the increase in VNE values is not as quick as
some other networks such as the home-range network in Figure 4.6, it is the opinion of this
author that there is a saturation of VNE values that would be more clear if more samples
had been acquired. This opinion comes from looking at the black line where more samples




To review, we proposed a new form of analysis using VNE loss for ecological contact
networks as well as describing the 5 popular contact networks we would use as well as their
construction. We discussed what VNE was and that different VNE values informed us
how connected our network was. A maximized VNE value of 1.0 meant our network was
fully connected while. We discussed how our simulations were run and discussed a way to
linearize the VNE values using a Lineweaver-Burk transformation. These transformations
allowed us to estimate the max VNE values for each network using a regression line by
finding the y-intercept of each plot. Doing this allowed us to identify trends or unusual
behaviors in each network over a variety of ecological parameters. Notable trends discovered
this way was the behavior of the individual association network as ρ increased shown in
Figure 4.4. Trends that confirmed expected results were in Figure 4.2 where all networks
using locations in their construction had a decrease in their max VNE values as β increased.
Another trend confirmed from the same figure was the individual association network lost
its distinctiveness as β and when NI > NS shown in Figure 4.3.
In this thesis we were able to assess the VNE’s capacity to measure each network under
a variety of ecological settings identifying trends and unusual behavior. Measuring VNE
loss on our empirical data brought promising results showing a saturation of VNE over
time for each network. These results found in both our empirical data and our simulated




With our VNE loss being supported by our results, is it possible to use VNE to find
a minimum number of samples needed to obtain the max VNE for a given population?
If this minimum number of samples could be found this information could help scientists
everywhere save money and time as well as reduce the amount of human error inherent in
studies that require sampling. One might also consider if there is an ideal network that
can be used for ecological studies that is both economical and most informative about a
population. Can VNE be used to find that ideal network or is there another method of
analysis that could give us this information? If there exists one such network, would it
be dependent on a population or could it be generalized to all populations? These ideas
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